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Look what I found this morning, I say, pulling an eagle feather out from behind 
my back. On my walk, before you woke up.

Beautiful, she says, reaching out and taking the feather from my hand. 
Keeping the walks up?

Doctor’s Orders, I joke.
She glides her fingers along its slender spine. 
We sit for a moment and I look at her. Her hair has gotten long, comfort-

ing her shoulders with its delicate weight, the wiry ringlets of grey wound 
unevenly like a nest. Maybe that’s why it seems comforting.

How are you feeling? I ask.
Old, she laughs, Too old for my own good. Where did you find this? 
I take her hand. It feels like crumpled paper, the kind I loved to make as a 

child; soft, tender, delicate. The kind that I would grind in my hand, over and 
over, until it slowly frayed and fell apart. 

I found it on my walk this morning. Before you woke up.
We pause, listening to the murmur of the river nearby.
You already told me that, didn’t you?
She puts the feather behind her ear. She looks into my eyes and for a mo-

ment she smiles, sending waves of folding creases across her cheeks. Emotion 
wells in her eyes and she quickly looks down, breathing in deep and patting 
the water that wets her skin. 

I say I love you.
She says I love you too. So goddamned much. 

I remember once when we laid naked beneath the stars in a field of rolling 
greens that could have gone on forever. It could have ended just over the ho-
rizon, too. It didn’t matter. 

Dew clutched to the grass, our lungs bathing in the sodden air. 
I love that smell she said. 
I said I do too, my head resting on her shoulder, nose pressed against her 

neck, wrapped in her hair, the cool dampness raising our skin in speckles.
Do goosebumps always pop up in the same place, each time you get them?
I don’t know. 
Would you want to know, if you could?
I guess so.
But it wouldn’t change anything if you did know, would it?
I guess not. A goosebump’s a goosebump. 
I like that. A goosebump’s a goosebump.
I kissed her neck and the goosebumps that graced it. I wondered, Next 

time, will they be the same? 
There was something about that night. There was something about the 

touch of grass against our skin. The slight prick that reminded us this is what 
you are; something about the smell of dirt and earthworms that told us this is 
what you’ll be; and something about when we made love that screamed this is 
as real as it gets. 
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